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Back to Play!

In the pursuit of bringing the best product to market, NSG remains committed to 
the belief that through play, kids learn and develop life long habits that lead to an 
active lifestyle. To this end, we extend the invitation to get Back to Play! We 
embrace traditional play because of the following benefits:

• Cognitive development
• Increased physical health
• Learn cooperation and teamwork
• Problem solving skills
• Improve social skills
• Creative expression
• Verbal and Non-verbal communicative development

Supportive of our mission and commitment, we have brought exciting new items 
to the line for all ages for 2017.

From developing walkers to advanced balance and coordination products, we have 
something for everyone, even adults. Yes, we did not forget parents because play 
enhances life; not just for the young but those staying young at heart.

Get up, get out and let's get Back to Play!
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Cover Photo: Millie at the Utah
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YBIKE Pewi
This creative and engaging design provides support for the 
child to build strength and confidence to start walking on 
their own beginning as young as 9 months. As a fun, multi-di-
rectional ride-on, the acclaimed Pewi encourages important 
motor skills such as balance, coordination, body and space 
awareness. For kids 9 to 36 months. Max weight of 44 lbs.

YBIKE Pewi Elite
The Pewi Elite is fitted with a soft EVA seat pad along 
with eye-catching stylish colors. New leaf-spring handle 
bar and front seat block are additional safety features. 
For kids 9 to 36 months. Max weight of 44 lbs.

YPIW3

YPIW6
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YPIW2

YPIW1

YPIW4

YPIW5



YTRIK18

YBIKE Toyni
This fun 2 in 1 balance trike is designed for kids as young 
as 1 year old. Rear wheels easily change the degree of 
balance from basic to more advanced. For ages 1 to 3. Max 
weight of 44 lbs.

YBIKE Evolve
Unlike most combination ride-ons, our patented conversion system easily allows a parent to change the Evolve from 
a classic style pedal Trike to a Balance Bike (with two rear wheels and no pedals), and ultimately to a more 
advanced Running Bike (with one rear wheel and no pedals). Adjustable seat allows the Evolve to grow with the 
child. Designed for children ages 2 to 5. Max weight 66 lbs. Also available in:

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

YTRIK1
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YTOY2YTOY1

YTOY3YTOY4



YBIKE Original
Our YBIKE Original is the best way to develop motor skills and balance through riding! 
Uniquely designed with covered dual rear wheels, extended angle on the front 
handlebar, and high ground clearance which allows for greater leg freedom and a fun 
ride. Studies have shown that the YBIKE Original encourages substantial improvements 
in balance, coordination and self-confidence. Ages 2 to 5. Max weight 55 lbs.
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YBIK002 YBIK003 YBIK001

YBIK004

YBIKE ATR
All new for 2017, the sporty ATR is designed with the geometry and 
benefits of the YBIKE Original but now boasts a rubber front wheel 
which provides superior traction and performance and still no flats! 
Ages 2 to 5. Max weight 55 lbs.

YBIK005



YBIKE Cruze
The bright and practical “Lean and Steer” three wheel design has a super wide PU rear wheel for 
additional stability. The Cruze features a curved T-bar that shifts the child’s weight back towards the 
center gravity of the deck for increased control and performance. Equipped with raised grip surface 
and rear foot brake. For ages 2 to 5 with a maximum weight of 44 lbs.
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YBIKE GLX PRO
The perfect scooter for children ages 5 and up. The adjustable handlebar extends from 24 inches above the 
deck to 32.5 inches enabling the PRO to grow with the child. Larger 125mm front wheels and a fiber reinforced 
non-slip ABS deck insures a fast, smooth, thrilling ride. Ages 5+. Max weight load 110 lbs.

YGLXP1 YGLXP2 YGLXP3

YGLX24

YGLX25

YGLX27

YGLX26



YBIKE Session
A breakaway from the traditional balance bike, 
designed to grow with the child with two size adjust-
ment options. It features a durable lightweight fame 
and a stout fork designed for “sessions” at the pump 
track, on the trail, or a casual cruise on the path. Also, 
inflatable tires provide for better traction and ride 
performance. Ages 2 to 5. Max weight 66 lbs.

YBIKX5

YBIKX6
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YBIKE Explorer 3.0
The latest version of our award-winning Explorer boasts a 
lower center of gravity for better control in turns and steering. 
Solid rubber tires increase speed and durability with no flats. 
Additional updates from the original include a lightweight 
aluminum frame, adjustable seat, and extension bars that 
allows the Explorer 3.0 to accommodate a variety of riders. 
Ages 4+. Max weight load 155 lbs.

YEXP4

YEXP3
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TP951

Little Bouncer
A portable trampoline for children as young as 12 months. 
This Little Bouncer is easy for children to access. The handle 
provides support and confidence for exploring toddlers. 
Since bouncing requires e�ort and energy, it helps young 
kids develop habits of an active and healthy lifestyle. 
Designed for ages 1 to 3. Max weight 44 lbs.

TP900

Quadpod
A fantastic swing seat which has 4 di�erent design options to 
suit children from 6 months to 8 years. This unique and 
stylish design incorporates four perfectly dimensioned seats 
which are quick and easy to change from one seat configu-
ration to another. Maximum weight: 77 lbs.

6 months + ‘Y’ shaped yoke makes it easy to 
lift baby in and out of the seat. The fully 
adjustable 5 way safety harness provides 
extra reassurance.

5 years + First proper swing seat can be easily 
revealed by sliding the base seat away from 
the bucket enclosure.

2 years + Remove the head rest to create a 
cradle seat suitable for children aged from 2+ 
years. Harness becomes a 3 point lap strap.

3 years + ‘Y’ yoke can be removed to create a 
comfortable bucket seat. Now children can get 
on and o� the swing easily but still enjoy 
reassuring side and back support.



SpiroBouncer
The spinning, bouncing, bobbling seesaw for 2 to 5 year olds that can 
be used indoors or outside. It bounces up and down and spins 360 
degrees. The soft ball cushions maximize bounce and minimize impact. 
Includes a blow-molded base that can be weighted for additional 
stability. Maximum of 55 lbs per seat.

TP983
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Spiro-Hop
The bigger and stronger outdoor version of the SpiroBouncer. Built with heavy 
duty steel tubing and large inflatable soft ball cushions. The Spiro-Hop provides 
hours of fun. Teeter and spin at the same time makes this an enjoyable ride for 
energetic youngsters. For ages 4 to 8; up to 75 lbs. per seat.

TP749



Explorer2 Climber
The TP Explorer2 Climbing Set is the ultimate addition to any back-
yard. It features an extendable frame that can grow with your child 
from low to full height. The den features a round viewing window and 
two entry/exit points via roll up doors. Kids imaginations can run wild 
in this portable tree house. Ages 3 to 12.

TP843

Base: 66.5” Height: 53.5”
Platform Height: 22”

Base: 82” Height: 82.5”
Platform Height: 47”
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Monkey Bars
Providing hours of endless play for toddlers. The 
Monkey Bars are made of quality plastic 
enhanced with UV protection. Though durable, 
this set is surprisingly lightweight and easy to 
assemble with positive-engagement interlocking 
posts and joints. Great for hours of fun indoor and 
outdoor. Ages 3 to 6. Max load 150 lbs.

TM200



Scuttlebug
A bit more advanced but just as fun, the Scuttlebug is steerable with directional wheels. 
This product also features a simple patented three-click folding system that allows it to 
fold flat, making it portable, easy to store, and becomes an on-the-go companion as 
well. Ages 12 months to 3 years. Max weight 44 lbs. 

Scramblebug
Fun, friendly and silly. Scramblebug’s caster wheels turn 360º allowing children 
to easily move backwards, forwards and even sideways while developing their 
pushing and steering skills. Featuring a simple patented three-click folding 
system that allows it to fold flat making it portable and easy to store. Ages 12 
months to 3 years. Max weight 44 lbs.
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SB8510

SB8512 SB8515

SC8536

SC8541

SC8540

Fold 
      & Go!



Championship Swingball
From ages 4+ the whole family can enjoy this Classic Swingball 
game. The steel constructed pole is adjustable and expands 
in height. It’s easy to learn and provides hours of endless 
fun. This set comes complete with 2 light weight but 
sturdy checker bats. All Surface Swingball can be 
played anywhere from the beach to the backyard.

All Surface Swingball Pro
Pro Swingball can be played just about anywhere and on any 
surface such as grass, decking, concrete or even sand. Simply fill 
the base with water or sand for stability. Quickly set up and you’re 
ready to play. All components easily pack away into the base, 
ideal for storage and transportation. Complete with two heavy 
duty checker bats and scoring system. For ages 6+.

Height: 72”

MK7216

MK7215

Height: 48”
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Swingball 3-in-1
Designed after the classic 
Swingball to be played on 
various surfaces, this set 
includes Swingball, 
basketball, soccer, ball pin 
and pump. All three 
games fit perfectly into the 
base case. For ages 3+. 
Height: 43”

Basketball
Shoot some hoops with the 
All Surface Basketball set. 
Packs up neatly into the base 
so you can easily take it 
anywhere and play on any 
surface. The set features a 
durable polycarbonate 
backboard and assembles 
easily. Includes mini-basket-
ball and pump. Rim height 
adjusts from 24” to 48” to 72” 
and can also be played pool 
side at the 24” configuration.

MK7235
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Reflex Soccer
The durable base allows for play virtually 
anywhere. Fill the base with water, then 
adjust the spool to set the desired cord 
length. Adjusting the tether increases or 
decreases the speed of the returning 
ball. Ages 6+

Height: 48”

Height: 72”

MK7241

MK7226

Height: 43”



Fold-It Ball Pit Set w/ Slide
Ideal for youngsters. Made from sturdy 
plastic construction with a simple fold 
and store feature making clean up 
that much easier and more porta-
ble. This set includes 50 balls, 
ball pit and slide. Ages 1 to 3.

TM350

TM450

Fold-It Classic Play Set
Fun for kids and stores easily. This set is made from sturdy plastic materials 
and is enhanced with a simple fold and store feature making clean up easy. 
This set includes a bright red slide and fun, easy to climb steps. Ages 1 to 3.
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Connect-N-Build
Construct for hours with this oversized building set. 
Connection points have several cavities to join corners at 
multiple angles for unique shapes and designs. The 
premium (88pc) and deluxe (124pc) versions include 
rotating connectors and curved tubes for even more fun 
and unique structures. Ages 5+
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Fold-It Multi-functional Climber
This durable climbing set is ideal for indoor as well as 

outdoor play. Equipped with a climbing wall, cargo 
net, and slide, this set will keep children enter-

tained for hours. The A-frame structure simply 
folds up like a sandwich-board and it can be 

easily stored. For ages 1 to 5.

TM400

Starter Set:

CB077

Premium

Set: CB088

Deluxe

Set: CB124



Sand/Water Table
This table can be used indoors or outdoors. Perfect for 
use as a sand and/or water table or close the lid and 
use it as an activity or craft table. Ages 2 - 5 years.

Slide
A unique fold and stow slide. Easy set up 
for indoor and outdoor use. Once you're 
done, fold it and store it flat, out of the 
way. Ages 2 - 5 years.

Picnic Table
This picnic table is ideal for in the house or outside 
in the yard. Clicks and locks into place for easy 
one-step setup and storage. Table includes an 
opening for an after-market umbrella (not included). 
Seats 4 kids comfortably.  Ages 2 - 5 years.

S718

S375

S376
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L 41” x W 34” x H 20”

L 30” x W 26” x H 17”

L 51” x W 18” x H 28”



Dream House
This adorable Dream Playhouse will 
keep your child busy with hours of 
role play. Features include hinged 
moving doors, windows and 
skylights. Ages 2 - 6 years.

House of Fun
House of fun is designed for just that, 
Fun! Every detail is sculpted into the 
frame giving children the imaginative 
feel of a real house. Many features 
including hinged workable doors and 
windows. Ages 2 - 6 years.

M780G

S680-002

S680-001

M780P

M780Y
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L 37” x W 35” x H 43”

L 51” x W 43” x H 45”
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B100 B100W

CRS800

CRS805

CRS400

CRS405

CRS1900

CRS1905

CRS100CRS105

Classic Roller Skates
At the rink or rolling down the sidewalk, 

Chicago has it covered. This year we 
return to the classic look with our 

original wheel style from the 1970’s. 
Remaining true to our roots, these 

skates boast hand-made construction 
using a traditional rink skate last. Every 

detail is carefully considered even 
down to the cast wheels and quality, 

smooth sealed bearings.



Chicago Skate Sets
The perfect option for entry level skaters. These combo sets include skates as well as proper protective gear. Our inline skate 

set includes skates that a parent can easily change the wheel configuration from a training skate (with rear wheels on outside of 
chassis) to the more advanced traditional inline skate. We also o�er our adjustable quad skate by itself and as a combo set with 

helmet, wrist guards and kneepads included. All skates easily adjusts 4 whole shoe sizes: Small (J10-J13), Medium (1-4).

CRS136G

CRS136B

CRS215CRS210

CRS505CRS500
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Chicago Inline Skates
The Chicago Skate inline series comes in a variety of styles that is geared toward the intermediate to advanced skater 
who is looking for fun, performance and thrills. Chicago inline skate liners are stitched for comfort and breathability. Our 

junior skates grow with the child as sizes can be easily adjusted in order to insure a proper fit.

CRSMA8G CRSMA8B

CRS69GCRS69B

NSG Tour I Stilts
Rising to new heights on the new NSG Tour I 
Stilts. Adjustable in height and designed for 
performance, the Tour I features rubber 
grips, foam shoulder rests and rubber 
walking tips. Modeled after our Flight pogo 
stick, the welded diamond footplates are 
durable as well as stable for various skill 
levels. Ages 4+ Maximum Weight 220 lbs.

CRS17G

CRS17B
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NSG Pogo Sticks
NSG Pogos are a breed all their own. Designed for sport level performance and durability, which allows for trick and stunt

skill development. Our pogos combine the classic form for traditional bouncing with unparalleled performance. Rubber grips for 
comfort, the GROM features a pressed steel footplate while the Flight features a performance welded diamond footplate.

36" GROM: 40-90 lbs: Ages 5-9         42" FLIGHT: 80-180 lbs: Ages 9+

PG100R

PG102B

PG100G

PG102L PG102N

PG100P



NSG Freshie
The fold and stow snow scooter that carves and 
shreds the fresh snow and back hills. Ideal for sled  
hills or kicking around the neighborhood on freshly 
snowed walks. Features include blow-molded 
folding handle, non-slip surface grips, and a polyure-
thane deck providing durability with flexibility to 
enhances the ride and ease of turning. Designed for 
ages 5+ Max Weight 100 lbs.

NSG Jr. Freestanding Boxing Set
With a focus on fitness, boxing teaches balance and hand-eye coordination while building 
confidence. This set includes a pair of junior boxing gloves and a blow-molded base that 
can be weighted with water or sand. On top of the spring-loaded, height adjustable,
shaft is an inflatable punching bag with pump included. Ages 3+.

SN100

SN101

JS1000
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Whirlee
Both a ride-on and a first walker, the Whirlee is a great development toy that 
teaches balance and stability. The 360 degree soft ride casters won’t scu� floors. 
Designed for ages 1 to 3 years. Max weight 44 lbs. 

Rocker Chair
This heavy duty, injection-molded plastic rocker chair is ideal for indoor as well as 
outdoor use. Kids can relax, read, play games or just hangout in these sturdy 
rockers that can be used nearly anywhere. Ages 3+

TM150

Perfect for

Personalizing

Perfect for

Personalizing
TM500
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